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The extraordinarily bad weather
that occurred in May is probably
the most striking memory of 2015.
All the inhabitants of Morzine
rallied together, demonstrating
that solidarity is more than just
words in our valleys. It has had an impact on the commune’s
finances with repair and reinforcement work adding up to
over one million euros (the banks of the Dranse, bridges, etc.).
We should add that the State and the Department are each
providing 69 697€ of funding.
With the general decrease in state grants and other subsidies,
as well as increasing payments to the solidarity fund (FPIC),
our ability to invest in our commune is diminished, as it is
in other communes. This situation confirms that from now
on, for important projects and for infrastructure, we will have
to rely on funding from private partners who believe in the
development and future of our resorts.
2016 will be a busy year for the council with many projects
already underway. These include the Maison du Patrimoine in
Bourg, the Maison de l'Enfance in Avoriaz, the urbanisation
of the Plan area and the link with Avoriaz, the possibility of
the Avoriaz UTN (New Tourist Unit) to open a Club Med …
Other ideas must be studied and taken into account as far
as the functioning of our commune is concerned, such as
implementation of the territorial reforms and the Notre law.
Amongst other things, this law will mean more services are
shared between the communes, such as town planning (with
the implementation of a Local Intercommunal Urbanisation
Plan on the territory of the federation of municipalities),
tourism (a subject that is raising many questions …) and, in the
medium term, water and sanitation services that will shortly
be transferred.
For Morzine, 2016 will be the year of the Tour de France … It
will be a fantastic event that we will all share together, just like
the Euro des Montagnes with football matches at the summit
of the Pléney!
We’ll expand on all of these subjects in future newsletters.
To keep in touch with all the Morzine-Avoriaz news, I invite
you to register for the newsletter on our website that our
communications department regularly sends out to subscribers.
Despite the lack of snow at the start of this winter, I’d like to
wish you all a successful season and a fantastic 2016!
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Gérard BERGER, Mayor.
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CHILDREN’S SERVICES

THE TAP (ORGANISED ACTIVITIES)

This service was officially created in Morzine
at the beginning of 2014.

school routine, some adjustments have enabled us to

It is now led by Bogéna DWORÁK, under the
authority of the "Social Affairs – School Life"
commission that is managed by Martine
PHILIPP, the deputy mayor.

WHAT ARE CHILDREN’S SERVICES?

After the first full working year following changes to the
optimise this service. One of the improvements was to
add a 15 minute break between the end of classes and the
start of TAP activities which now start at 3.30pm.This short
break gives the children time to relax and unwind before
starting another activity. The annual programme is still very
diverse: dancing, trombone lessons for beginners (with the
Music School), football, judo, theatre, hockey, stories and

Children’s Services deals with anything that is relevant to

story-telling with Lou D'Vantis, local dialects, art and some

children aged 3 to 11, as part of their elementary schooling at

original initiatives such as a chiropractor coming to talk to

the town's educational facilities. Young Children’s Services (0

children about their anatomy and joint injuries (ideal for

to 3 years), crèches and the RAM (the centre for nannies) are

those who do sports) or activities that are cognitive and help

run by the Communauté de Communes du Haut-Chablais.

concentration (perfect for school work) … In Avoriaz, there
are many activities including English lessons for beginners.

The service is involved in the following areas:
• Schools (enrolment in kindergarten and primary schools in
Morzine and Avoriaz).

"We have now reached a good balance between sport, leisure

• Morning and evening childcare (before and after school) with
the extracurricular service from 4.15pm to 7pm (6.30pm outside
of the winter season), also help with homework and playtime.

parents and children can appreciate!" Bogéna DWOŘÁK.

• The dining hall.
• The "Temps d'Activité Périscolaire" (TAP):
Organised activities every school day from 3.15pm to 4.15pm.
• The Day Care Centre: Wednesday afternoon from 12 noon to
6.30pm and during the Christmas, February and Easter holidays
(activities, games, cross-country skiing).

and more manual or cultural activities … a programme that both

SCHOOL MEALS
The meals are prepared by a central kitchen that also makes
meals for some of the other schools in the valley and for the
Floralies, the crèches … a nutritionist regularly checks that
the meals are well balanced and the quantities are adapted
to the age of the children. Everything is prepared on-site,
but we must also comply with stringent health and safety
standards that include regular hygiene checks. The meals
are delivered warm which means that all the food needs
to be ready by 9am, kept at a minimum temperature and
delivered within 1 degree of that same temperature! A cold
delivery system should be in place for the 2017 school year.

NO MORE SCHOOL ON WEDNESDAY?
With the changes to the school routine and the requirement
to give lessons on Wednesday morning, activities with
associations and clubs have disappeared. To remedy this
situation, the National Education department has been
running an experiment since 2014 with the aim of freeing
up 10 Wednesday mornings between January and March.
After a year of talks with teachers and parents, the town
hall has made an official request to the Regional Director of
Education to have ten Wednesday mornings freed between
January and March so that children can do winter sports
The Avoriaz kindergarten pupils

CHILDEN’S SERVICES
Director: Bogéna DWOŘÁK
Tel: 04 50 83 01 87
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Email : service.enfance@morzine.fr

(skiing, ice hockey, ice skating …). To make up for these
10 mornings the children will go back to school one week
earlier in 2016, around the 25th August, like the children of
Chamonix, Megève, Combloux, Vallorcine, Abondance and
Praz sur Arly.

CHILDCARE REPORT
DAY CARE CENTRE
With the changes to the school routine, requests for childcare on
Wednesdays has decreased. As the director of Children’s Services
explains, the situation is becoming critical: "Before there were 10
to 20 children every Wednesday. Now, because they go to school
on Wednesday mornings, they no longer come to the day care
centre and we haven’t enrolled any! This service could be closed in
the short term if it no longer serves a purpose. However, the centre
is busy for the Christmas, Easter and February holidays …"

SCHOOLS: PUPIL NUMBERS
DECREASING

TAP activities with the volunteers of Lou D'Vantis

329 children enrolled in private and public schools last
September. The decrease in the number of pupils can be
explained by, amongst other things, families moving to other
towns in the valley because of the lack of housing. As a result,
the positions of director of kindergarten and director of primary
schools merged into one single position: Magali Charrière is now
in charge of the town's schools. Note that this decrease is bigger
in the town's schools than the private ones.
If it continues it could threaten the number of classes the school’s
have, which for the moment is 7 in Morzine and one in Avoriaz.

légende photos

This year the school at Avoriaz welcomed 18 pupils from 1st year
kindergarten to CE2 (3rd year in primary school – there is no 4th
and 5th year this year). In addition there are around 10 children
who come with their parents for seasonal work and who enrol
between November and January. The school has one single class
with Aurélie Rosset as headmistress, Charlotte Charles as her
assistant (part-time) and Benoît Emptaz who works during the
winter season when pupil numbers shoot up.

The primary class of Avoriaz

SKI SCHOOL FOR ALL
THE CHILDREN OF MORZINE
Like every winter, the children of Morzine from all the schools (municipal schools and private schools of
Morzine and Avoriaz) are going to learn to ski during school hours, an operation that is organised by the
teachers, the municipal school commission, parents and most of all the ski instructors.
Michel Grange, the director of the Morzine ESF (French Ski School),

instructors: it's in our best interests that they enjoy skiing with us!". A

and Jean-Paul Vaudaine, the director of the Avoriaz ESF, reminded us

tradition that must be maintained thanks to the good relationship

that these free skiing classes should not be taken for granted: "It is a

between the parents, the teachers and the instructors. We remind

service which the instructors are happy to provide for the benefit of the

you that in Morzine everything is free! The shuttles are financed by

children. It is a generous and equitable gesture for the children because

the town hall which also lends the equipment. The lift passes are

for some of them who are not financially well off it is their only chance

provided for free by the ski lift companies. All the pupils get two times

to go skiing. The 2 ski schools provide nearly 450 hours of free lessons

8 hours of lessons between January and March. In many villages,

because we think these children who live in the heart of the mountains

and even some ski stations, skiing has to be paid for by parents and

should know how to ski, especially as they will be the source for future

children only go once in the winter.
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THE INTERACTIVE
WHITEBOARD NOW IN
SCHOOLS
The "Education Nationale" (Ministry of National
Education) has recommended equipping all
classrooms with this interactive computer system,
within the framework of the establishment
in schools of the ICT (Information and
Communication Technologies).
It is a video projector that projects the contents of the teacher's

the equipment, the investment will be spread over several years.

computer (a lesson or web page) onto a screen (the whiteboard)

It should be noted that the internet access is secured to ensure

so the children can see it. This educational whiteboard is used in

pupils cannot access websites that are inappropriate for their age.

all learning processes in all subjects. In addition, there is a pool of 5
computers that enable teachers to teach IT skills to the pupils in turns.

The school buildings are equipped with Wi-Fi, which made it
possible to install an internal server: the primary school and

In the Morzine School, there are already two whiteboards in place

kindergarten teachers can now communicate via this secure

and one classroom features 5 computers. Given the high cost of

server, to send each other lessons, share data etc.

MORZINE

SAFETY WORK
During the November holidays, the town
contracted several companies to carry out
building work for the primary school in order to
make the pupils access safer. First, the pavements
were completely rebuilt, and have been lined by
bollards to protect pedestrians. Flowerbeds were
built on the edge of the road and low hedges are
going to be planted in the spring.
This layout has a double objective: first, to ensure that the

requested to park on the Route du Palais des Sports, or on the

children are more visible as they come out from the playground

Route du Plan (towards the post office) and to use the small

and approach the road, and then it will also stop cars parking

footbridge to come and pick up their children at the gates.

on the pavements along the school. Remember that the Plan

Pupils enter and leave the school either by the small gate in

Vigipirate (anti-terrorist strategy) which is currently in place
forbids parking in front of schools (a contravention for which
you can receive a fine). A drop-off zone is currently under
consideration.

front of the "périscolaire" offices, or by the one higher up at the
same level as the headmistress' office, but never by the main
gates. These two exits give immediate access to zebra crossings
where municipal policemen help the children cross.

The entrance gates have been equipped with an electric locking
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system so that they remain closed during school hours; the

These new measures may seem drastic; however they are in

gate can be opened thanks to an interphone. The arrival and

response to requests by parents and teachers and ensure

departure of the pupils has been changed: parents are now

greater safety for our children..

CHILDCARE REPORT
SCHOOL TRANSPORT
Every day in the Haute-Savoie region, 23 000 pupils use the regular inter-urban lines and the 450
special lines put in place for the areas where there were no links. The Department finances school
transport from CP (first year of primary school) to the baccalaureate. From September 2017, this
service will be transferred to the Rhône-Alpes-Auvergne Region.

A COSTLY SERVICE
The organisation of the school transport service for the 15

CCHC TRANSPORTATION SERVICE

member communes has been delegated to "Communauté de

Béatrice TAVERNIER
Tel: 04 50 72 07 08

Communes du Haut-Chablais (CCHC). This service is not something

Email: transport@hautchablais.fr

that families are automatically entitled to, it is a service that they
have access to after paying the registration fees.
The Departmental Council bears the expense for school
transportation; the families' participation finances the running
costs of the CCHC transport service (up to 56€ for secondary
school pupils and 20.50€ for primary school pupils) .
The average cost for transporting a child for a school year is around
1 200€. In some cases, especially for routes with a low headcount,
the cost can be much higher. To give you an idea, the routes set
up to transport 4 pupils from the Pied de la Plagne and 4 others
in the Vallée de la Manche represent a budget of 40 000€ for the
Departmental Council.
For the 2015/2015 school year, the daily transportation of around
800 pupils from the 15 communes represented a cost of 500 000€
for the Department.

WHAT ARE THE REQUIRED CONDITIONS?
Special routes are set up by the Departmental Council for a
minimum of 4 children. If that condition is not met, a compensatory
allowance is given to families. It is also necessary for the child's
home to be at least 3km from the school on the shortest pedestrian
path in order to be eligible for transportation.
There are many formalities involved in opening a new route:
following a written demand by the families concerned, after a
study, the service is put up for tender by the Departmental Council

LEARNING THE RIGHT BEHAVIOUR
This year, for the first time, the transport service
of the CCHC organised a practice drill for the
pupils of the town's schools.
Split into three groups, all the pupils from the third year of
kindergarten to CM2 (last year in primary school) received advice
from volunteers from the ADATEEP (Departmental Association for

… so you have to really foresee a need for it!

Educational Transportation for schools).

EN CONCLUSION...

The speakers used the model of a bus and Playmobil toys for the

It quickly becomes apparent that school transport comes at a
substantial cost, mostly paid for by the Department. It is organised
by the CCHC (daily running, discipline in the buses, safety, etc).
Registration must be done before the 30th June for the school year
starting the following September. Don't forget!

youngest children, and a DVD for the CM2 pupils. They all took
part in a practical lesson aboard a SAT bus during which the focus
was on discipline on board the bus and the dangers when getting
off (crossing, walking out on to the road, getting on and off the
bus safely).
7

CHILDREN'S MUNICIPAL COUNCIL (CMC)
It was when she realised that the average age of voters was actually quite
high that she became conscious of the need to act urgently to get younger
people to vote. Valérie THORENS, elected to the Municipal Council in 2014,
wanted to share with the younger generations the rich experience that
public affairs offers. This is where the idea of a Children's Municipal Council
originated. We meet the creator of the Children's Municipal Council.
"It was mainly to show them how the Municipal Council works, to allow them to learn about citizenship and democracy, because they must
listen to their friends' ideas and suggestions. It's also a good way to get them involved in the life of their village because, you have to be
honest, young people no longer relate to or get involved with public affairs …
Personally, I visited every class to explain the benefits of the CMC and how it would work. There was a real electoral campaign run by the
young candidates! There will be 10 councillors, 2 for the Avoriaz school, 4 for the town's school and 4 for the private school. We would have
loved to have gender parity but given the 22 candidates (14 from the private school, 6 from the town school and 2 in Avoriaz) it was difficult.
To make sure the children took things seriously, the election was organised like a real ballot with an attendance book, a voting booth to be
able to choose who to vote for secretly and counting in accordance with standard practice … we didn't want any deputies or a mayor to
ensure everybody is equal. With Chloé BERGER who was very involved in the project, we think this idea is thrilling. The candidates clearly
understood their role. I am sure the CMC will come up with some genuine ideas, created by the needs, the expectations of the Morzine youth.
And who knows, amongst them may be the Morzine councillors of tomorrow …"

The councillors of the schools of Morzine (Tony BUET missing on the photo)

THE CMC IN PRACTICE
The Children's Municipal Council is placed under the authority of the

CANDIDATES'
POSTERS

The 2 councillors from the school of Avoriaz

THE
COUNCILLORS

Communal Commission for School Affairs. It concerns children in the
3rd cycle (aged 8 to 11). By collecting ideas and initiatives proposed
by all of the children, the CME's aim is to come up with projects that

SAINTE MARIE-MADELEINE
SCHOOL

will benefit everybody so that they can be included in the commune's

CM1 : Tony BUET

programme. The CME must encourage the learning of citizenship,
which means being familiar with democratic processes (elections,
voting, etc.).
The CME concentrates on 3 big themes:
• School, leisure and sports,
• Environment and solidarity (relations with the elderly),
• Events and communication.
The young councillors are accompanied by an advisory councillor
and a group leader during the council's meetings on Wednesday
afternoons. This first CME will sit for 18 months, but later the elections
will take place every year, with the possibility of sitting for two one year
8

mandates.

Laura RODRIGUEZ
CM2 : Noé VULLIEZ
Léa BORIE
AVORIAZ SCHOOL
CM1 : Maryn RODRIGUES
Arthur CHANEY
MORZINE SCHOOL
CM1 : Erika DUCRETTET
Clotilde BOUVIER
CM2 : Anaïs MARULLAZ
Candice DIZARD

CHILDCARE REPORT
SCHOOL TRIPS
All the schools have opportunities to go on trips. For children it's an occasion to discover new things,
new cultures and new landscapes; it's also a good lesson in learning to live with others far away from
their parents.

AVORIAZ SCHOOL
Last June the pupils from the Avoriaz school went
on a 4-day discovery trip in Buis-Les-Baronnies.
They studied the natural environment, observed
living species, plants, trees, insects and animals,
collected plants and made their own herbarium
and learned how to respect the fauna …
The teachers are currently preparing another
discovery trip, this time in Auvergne, probably in
May 2016 as June is dedicated to swimming.

MORZINE TOWN SCHOOL

Discovery trip in Buis-Les-Baronnies

In June the pupils travelled by plane to Taussat
for a trip to the seaside. On the shores of the
Arcachon Bay, the 25 pupils of the CM2 class (last
year in primary school) were able to sail and fish
in the rock pools. They studied marine animals
and the architecture of the local traditional
villages and then visited the oyster-farming
museum and the Cap Ferret lighthouse.
Once again, the teachers are already planning
another trip in June, this time in the south of
France.

SAINTE MARIE-MADELEINE
SCHOOL

Ready for take-off

The pupils from CM1 and CM2 travelled to BelleÎle en Mer for 14 days last June. The 39 children
studied economy of the sea, tides and marine
birds as well as visiting the Côte Sauvage. They
were also able to sail, do some sea-kayaking
and learn the art of knot tying and working with
ropes.
Also in June, the CE2 class travelled to Paris to visit
the big museums and the Eiffel Tower! In spring
2016, the CM1/CM2 and the CE2/CM1 classes
should be going on a 4-day trip to discover the
Loire Chateaux.

On the beach of Belle-Île en Mer
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THE ADMR (COMMUNITY CARE IN RURAL AREAS)…
ONE FEDERATION AND 2 DEPARTMENTS
In our valley there are two departments that complement each other, both of them members of the
Haute-Savoie ADMR Federation. These two departments are now under the direction of Josette PACHON.
As a former nurse at the MGEN, the president has experience in the areas of health and community
care. In her work she is supported by administrative staff, but also by a team of volunteers.

THE SSIAD ADMR
OF THE DRANSE
This is a nursing care service at home with a team of two coordinator
nurses: Rebecca DORIGO and Anne-Gaëlle MEYNET-CORDONNIER.
They are assisted by 11 nursing auxiliaries who travel to people’s
homes to provide hygiene and nursing care, to check on their wellbeing and also to offer support to family carers. This allows elderly
people to remain in their own homes as well as maintaining their
independence.
A doctor’s prescription is necessary to obtain their services, and the
healthcare system covers the costs. The department can cater for
up to 47 people and is active in 26 towns in the Aulps and Brevon
valleys as well as the Léman hills.
The SSIAD can call upon self-employed nurses, depending on
the choice of the patient, to give paramedical treatment such as
changing dressings, blood tests, preparation for treatments, etc.

The office is located at Biot, Le Lys Martagon building.
Tel: 04 50 72 13 40
Email: accueil.ssiadlesdranses@fede74.admr.org

MEET THE PRESIDENT JOSETTE PACHON
"We are always looking for new volunteers, especially to help families who ask for assistance to put their file together … we also need a
kind-hearted person to help look after the car pool, which is not the favourite job of our coordinating nurses!
This would be a job for a man who could give us some of his time. Regarding the SSIAD (nursing service at home), we always have long
waiting lists for new patients but we depend on the Regional Health Agency who allocate the budget that will define how many patients we
can take on.
It's the same for the SAD (community care), the beneficiaries depend on the APA (benefit service to aid autonomy) allocated by the
Departmental Council. It is also important to remind people that this service is not reserved for the elderly. We also work with disabled
people and families, when they return from hospital, from having a baby, to provide help for the children, for example, if their mother is
tired or bedridden.
Here in the valley we are lucky to have these two departments which have been established for a long time and are widely recognised.
Community care is an area that requires more and more skills and we are always looking for qualified staff (personal carers).
The process of constant quality improvement, training and the creation of working groups at the health centre has enabled a lot of
interesting work to be done and a real improvement in the quality of the service. "
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SPOTLIGHT ON SOCIAL SERVICES

THE SAD ADMR
OF THE AULPS VALLEY
Home help service: depending on what is needed, the staff provide
help with daily chores such as housework, laundry, preparation of
meals, shopping, without forgetting the relationship aspect which
ensures people are not left feeling isolated.
The cost can be financed by the APA (benefit service to aid
autonomy) or the state pension scheme: part of the cost paid by the
person or their families is tax deductible.
The home help service relies on two secretaries: Gaëlle GLEDINE
and Catherine JUSSELME, as well as 19 staff for the whole of the
Aulps valley. This represents around 1 800 hours of work per month
for 100 beneficiaries.
This service is located in the Maison
de Santé at St Jean d'Aulps
Tel: 04 50 74 48 95

OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE FOR THE ELDERLY
LES FLORALIES
Apartments for the elderly are available for any independent person aged over
65. You can stay all year round, for several months (upon return from hospital for
example) or for the winter season when the bad weather makes it harder to stay in
your own home.
Places are regularly available. Get more information from the CCAS,
at the town hall. Tel: 04 50 79 04 33.

THE EHPAD (HOUSING FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE
REQUIRING ASSISTANCE) OF THE HAUT-CHABLAIS,
LA SERANNE AT SAINT JEAN D'AULPS
Since the 1st October a new director, Corinne Marfil, has been overseeing the two
establishments in Vacheresse and Saint-Jean d'Aulps. One of the main priorities will
be the tender for the extension of the building, to increase the number of beds from
40 to 60. The establishment’s motto is: "It's not enough to add years to a life, it's also
about giving life to the years".
Tel: 04 50 74 41 45
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AVORIAZ
REDEVELOPMENT OF LEISURE EQUIPMENT
La commune a entrepris au printemps dernier, la rénovation complète de la Place centrale.
L’idée qui a guidé le plan d’aménagement a été de relier les différents équipements de loisirs de la station,
sur le thème de la nature, dans le but de redynamiser ce site stratégique pour l’animation du centre-station.
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GAMES FOR ALL

flooring covers much of the ground.

various skill levels, from 1.5m to 3.9m high,

A play area for children aged 3 to 12 was

There is also an aerial runway of around

with a landing area.

created, with a central tower built from logs

thirty metres which was very popular this

For families there are benches and

(for 3-6 year olds) and 4 more technical

summer. Up against the bank there is a

picnic tables.

structures (for the 6-12 year olds). Rubber

climbing wall with 3 different areas for

Pedestrian paths made of permeable

CONSTRUCTION WORK

concrete take people to the ice rink

grounds and a chalet (for storing sound

The work took place from the start

and the entrance of the resort, and on

equipment and games equipment for

of May until the end of June, and all

the other side to the ice rink and the

events.) complete the complex.

these facilities were made available at
the start of July as the holidaymakers

Aquariaz. The beach volley court was
moved slightly lower and the pump track

LINKED AREAS

arrived.

was remodelled and new grass was

A new space for archery has been created

tourists alike made good use of the

planted.

towards the Crozats and a path, also made

area throughout the summer and told

of permeable concrete, links the crazy golf to

us how satisfied they were. The total

With the same aim of giving priority to

the trampolines situated near the Alpages.

cost of the work is around 388 000€,

nature, some landscaping was done

There is also an area where the children can

entirely financed from the commune's

at the foot of the Aquariaz. 6 pétanque

play on bouncy castles.

budget.

Seasonal

residents

and

MORZINE
SKATE PARK OF THE DERECHES PARK
This skate park was already mentioned in a previous edition. It is popular with people using all
sorts of vehicles with small wheels. Featuring a number of ramps and a pump track, there are
several areas for various skill levels, enabling beginners and experts alike to share the same
space . There is also a street riding area with a bowl with a rimmed extension and a flat bank.
It was conceived with the aim of catering to users of all ages (starting from 8) thanks to a layout
that is divided according to the users skill level.
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FLOODS AND DAMAGE
Like many communes in the department, Morzine
suffered from the extreme climatic conditions that did
a lot of damage at the start of May.
The peak the water level occurred on the 1st May and
it was several days before the situation was back to normal,
proving just how serious it was.

RISE IN WATER LEVEL OF THE DRANSE
The Dranse burst its banks in several areas throughout the valley,

• Dranse des Ardoisières: there was a lot of damage to the

at Les Ardoisières and the Manche as well as the Dérêches, causing

channelled area from the town hall to Meuniers. The level of the

some serious damage. Several instances of water erosion were

river bed was lowered by about one metre and the structures

reported, due to the strong currents that dug into the banks, causing

around it were undermined: bridges, retaining walls …

trees to fall and block the waterways. Emergency conservation work

• Forge Bridge: Emergency work, including protection of the

was undertaken, as well as some work during the summer. The

foundations from erosion using rubble, was undertaken but the

more costly or technical work was pushed back to 2016.

bridge's closure was unavoidable due to safety reasons. Later,
studies for a new bridge and its construction were undertaken:

The damage was particularly bad in the following areas:

the structure and foundations have been built in order to restore

• L'Erigné, at the Mouillette Bridge where the banks collapsed

access for the locals this winter (access for light vehicles) with the

and the bridge was weakened. A hydraulic investigation team was

deck of the bridge being installed in the spring.

called in to determine future risks, this building site will be dealt

• The Dérêches path received a lot of emergency work to

with next year.

ensure its survival. Additional work will be done in 2016.

• Chemin du Vieux Moulin (Nyon car park entrance) with the

• Pied de la Plagne Embankment, as well as the threat to houses

collapse of the embankment. Emergency reinforcement work

downstream. During summer companies carried out work to

costing 85 000€ was done to allow the shuttle buses to run this

straighten the riverbed and bring it back into a more central axis

winter.

(moving it 22m!). A geotechnical study was done to evaluate the risk

• The Baraty stream channel: partial destruction of the structure,

of collapse and monitoring equipment was installed to measure the

work will start in 2016,

movement of the embankment.

A MAJOR BUDGET
For 2015 alone, a budget of over 580 000€ was invested for this work
as well as to ensure the continuity of road links and water networks.
These building sites had to comply with legislation including the laws
on government contracts and the Loi sur l'Eau (law relating to water). In
accordance with the natural disaster status, the State and the Department
each provided financial relief of 69 697€.
However, the damage was such that work still needs to be done today,
including work to strengthen the banks of the Drance River and
embankments that are still unstable, requiring a financial plan that stretches
over several years in order for the commune to be able to afford it. Before
starting these new work sites, the councillors are hoping for higher levels of
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subsidies from partner authorities (State and Department).

WORK
EVERYONE RALLIES TOGETHER
All of the municipal technical teams reacted to the emergency of
the weekend of the 1st May, even during the night. The involvement
of the local construction companies was also admirable, some of
them leaving ongoing building sites to come and carry out work
immediately. These companies also made themselves available
this summer for the less urgent work. The municipality would
like to congratulate them on their response to this exceptional
emergency situation.

AN ONGOING THREAT
Despite several woods being cleared, the threat is ongoing for
the waterways for the next few months, especially with snowfalls
that could make more unstable trees fall into the river. The threat
continues at the end of winter with the thaw which could bring
down trees that have been destabilised by the currents. Likewise,
if in spring the water level rises to similar levels as on the 1st May,
weakened river banks could collapse again, creating the same
blockage in the waterways.

COST OF REPAIRS TO BE BORNE BY
RESIDENTS
It's worth remembering that the maintenance of river banks is the
responsibility of the land owners, in accordance with the law – Art.
L.215-14 and L215-2 of the environmental code. Likewise, owners
are responsible for the foundations supporting their land.

ENVIRONMENTAL CODE
Article L215-2
The beds of the non-state owned waterways belong to
the owners of the two banks. If each bank belongs to
a different owner, each owner has the ownership of
half of the river bed, following a line assumed to run
through the middle of the bed, unless officially specified
otherwise.

Article L215-14
The resident owner is required to regularly maintain the
waterway. The aim of maintenance of the waterway is to
keep it evenly balanced, to maintain the natural flow of
water and to contribute to its good ecological condition
… for instance by removing any obstructions, debris
(floating or not) and the build-up of mud by pruning or
clearing of the bank's vegetation.
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WORK
MORZINE
FIBRE OPTIC ON ITS WAY!
The Departmental Council and the Syndicat des Energies et de
l'Aménagement Numérique (SYANE, or syndicate for energies and digital
planning) are responsible together for the construction of the public fibre optic
network for the Haute Savoie region. Falling within the National Very High Speed Plan, this local
project concerns houses in 255 communes and business parks in 282 communes.
Initially the network must be built, then companies will be linked to it first, followed by houses
within the next 10 to 12 years. Very high speed broadband will be a real asset for economic activity.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE NETWORK

The second artery to be built, also from the Place du Plan, will

Launched in 2013, the first stage of the project will see the creation

take the fibre optic network up to Avoriaz where a second NRO

of the main arteries of the network. The business parks located

centre will be built in the technical area at the entrance of the

on main arteries that have already been built will be the first to

resort.

be eligible for fibre optic. Businesses, eduacational and health
establishments, public buildings (high schools, colleges, hospitals

A MAJOR BUILDING SITE?

…) situated nearby will also be able to be connected.

Most of the network will be built without having to dig new

WHAT ABOUT MORZINE?

trenches as the France Telecom casing is the correct size to

The main artery was built in 2013, going from Montriond to the

include fibre optic cables (except for the last 500m up to the

France Telecom building in the Place du Plan in Morzine. Because

medical centre). This first phase of operations should take place

of its international tourist activity, Morzine-Avoriaz is among the

in 2016. Therefore, the first subscriptions to very high speed

high-priority towns. It is now a question of extending the network

digital services for businesses and public buildings located near

with two arteries stemming from the France Telecom building.
The first will extend the network to the Route de la Plagne where
a relay centre towards the medical centre still needs to be built.

the network could begin in 2017 (companies, services, hotels,
etc.).

This type of centre is called an NRO: Noeud de Raccordement

The projected zoning for the connections for homes are currently

Optique, or fibre optic junction box.

being defined and will be finalised by 2018 at the earliest.

MORZINE

MAKING COMMUNAL BUILDINGS MORE EASILY ACCESSIBLE
The evolution of regulations that apply to the accessibility of premises open to the public (ERP in
French) is now linked to the implementation of a programmed accessibility agenda.
The implementation of this agenda

from car parks to tourist offices, from

Prefecture on the 15th September 2015.

before the 27th September 2015

schools to sports venues and the

was made compulsory, with non-

town hall.

ONE BUDGET AND TWO
WORK PHASES

compliance subject to administrative

Councillors and technical services

The total budget is around 1 350 000€

sanctions.

worked

the

for the two phases of work. The first

It corresponds to a commitment to

appraisals, and then organised the

phase, 2015-2018 for 750 000€, could

carry out work within a deadline (up to

technical and financial schedule for

start soon. The other phase, 2018-

3 years), to finance it and to respect

each building depending on their

2021, concerns buildings in the 1st

the rules of accessibility.

ERP category (from the 1st to the 5th

category and would cost 600 000€.

Morzine has begun work on this
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together

to

finalise

category).

Details of the programme will be

complicated issue which concerns

The programmed accessibility agenda

brought to you in an upcoming

no less than 23 municipal buildings,

for Morzine-Avoriaz was handed to the

issue of the Mag.

TOWN NEWS
COMMUNICATION
A NEW VISUAL IDENTITY
FOR THE TOWN
Since the start of the present mandate, the town wanted to
increase its communication: a commission and a dedicated
department have been created.
The reworking of the logo has been done, here is the result
of the hard work.

ORIGINS
The link between the communication of the town, the ski resorts and the
destinations as a brand (Morzine-Avoriaz, Avoriaz Resort, Morzine) was
reviewed.

A GOOD IDEA
For a long time the town hall used the tourist logo for its marketing but the
town and the tourist office actually cater to two different audiences. It was
therefore necessary to differentiate between the two messages with two
individual graphic identities.
We thought that taking inspiration from tradition was a sign of strength
and seemed right: studying the coat of arms and its significance seemed a
topical thing to do.

WHY THE COAT OF ARMS?
The original text on the coat of arms: "… from openings to a golden arch
bridge, built with sand, laid over moving silver waves on the point, with a
sun above it which is also golden in between two stars which are also silver".
It is the historic symbol of Morzine with the old bridge, the two river banks
and two stars …
Does that remind you of anything?

In the olden days the two stars

represented the two banks of the Morzine River (the white rats and the red
rats). If you bring that concept into our modern world they represent our
two resorts Morzine and Avoriaz with a bridge that links them, so that one
single sun can shine, one single identity on a unified territory.
The town’s communication is returning to its roots and this use of the coat
of arms couldn't be more significant than it is now.

WHAT ABOUT THIS NEW LOGO THEN?
It maintains the fundamental aspects of the coat of arms: the sun, the old
bridge, the two stars … in red, with more modern and rounded lines.
Validated and approved by all of the Municipal Council, it represents the
town hall's new visual identity.
The names Morzine and Avoriaz appear side by side: the two ski stations
under the authority of the commune, the two stars identical and of equal
importance.
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TOURIST TAX ONLINE
A declaration service for the tourist tax has been put online: no more paper forms to send, you can
make a declaration wherever you are! Since the 1st December 2015, the commune of Morzine-Avoriaz has
modernised its services with the implementation of an online tax declaration form for the tourist tax.
What purpose will this
online service serve?
Nowadays

more

administrative
being

done

and

more

procedures
online.

To

are

simplify

things and help save time, the
commune has made available an
online tax declaration service for
providers of accommodation, and
soon they will also be able to pay
online with a page dedicated to
the tourist tax.
This

paper-free

procedure

for

the tourist tax is also to ensure
a more efficient management of
this source of income which is
essential to the development of
tourism in our two towns.

Who is this service aimed at?
This site is dedicated to those
providing accommodation. It will
only be available to those who
have already registered. For any
registration request you should
get in touch with the tourist tax
department.

How does the site work?
1- Go to the homepage:
http://taxe.3douest.com/
morzineavoriaz.php
2- To

connect

you

need

your

login (your email address) and
the password which has been
provided by the Morzine town
hall.
3- With

a

single

click

you

can access the page for your
accommodation

and

declare

your tourist tax at the end of
each month (those renting must
provide
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a

monthly

declaration

even if their accommodation has

internet or at the town hall at the

not been rented out).

tourist tax department.

4- Your declaration is validated
by the tourist tax department

What advantage is there for
the accommodation providers?

5- Payment of your tourist tax:

• The

you can pay either at the end of

are simpler as you can declare your

each month or at the end of the

tourist tax from your computer or

winter and summer seasons, by

mobile phone without having to

administrative

procedures

TOWN NEWS
travel anywhere.

documents available (tariff display,

accommodation provider? Send your

• The software automatically calculates

payment forms …).

request to maryline.boinnard@morzine.

• Keep up to date with all the new

fr. Tel: 04 50 79 04 92. Open Monday to

rules and regulations as well as

Friday (except Wednesdays) from 9am to

number of nights declared.

changes in tariffs.

12 and from 1.30pm to 5.30pm. Mairie

• Better monitoring and increased
visibility: thanks to your client page

Do I have to use this
declaration system?

you can see all your declarations

There is no obligation to declare online,

and payments, print receipts and

you can continue to send us your

A little reminder: What is the
tourist tax? What is it for?

invoices,

declaration and payments by post or you

The tourist tax is an important

the amount of tax due according
to the number of people and the

update

your

details,

your accommodation, your closing

can also drop it off at the town hall.

dates…
• Get quick access to the various

Who can I contact?
You have a question? You are a new

– Service Taxe de Séjour – 1 Place de
l'Eglise – BP 25 – 74110 Morzine.

source

of

income

for

the

development of tourism in our two
resorts as it is used to finance the
big costs investments in tourist
attractions, as well as subsidising
the tourist offices of our two towns,
enabling

them

marketing

to

and

finance

their

communication

campaigns.

Who pays the tourist tax?
The tourist tax is paid by customers
using

tourist

accommodation.

Those renting out accommodation
are charged with collecting it from
the clients and transferring it to
the commune at the end of each
tourist season (article R.2333-50 of
the General Code of the Regional
Government).

It

is

compulsory

for accommodation providers to
collect the tax and transfer it to
the commune.

Accommodation providers must:
• Display the tariffs of the tourist
tax as well as including it in the bill
given to the client.
• Distinctly mention the amount of
the tourist tax on the rental bill.
• Keep an inventory listing the
number of days and people they
have

provided

accommodation

to, as well as the amount of tax
received.
This concerns all types of tourist
accommodation.
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TOWN NEWS
TOP LEVEL SPORT
EXPERIENCED CHAMPIONS AND PROMISING YOUNG TALENTS
At the end of every year, the municipality invites sports people who represent the commune to
highlight their achievements and encourages them for the year ahead. Mayor Gérard BERGER paid
tribute to the work accomplished by the coaches and heads of clubs who lead these youths on the
path to success. He confirmed the commune's financial commitment for top level sports people, some
of whom are already in the national team, and others who are moving in the right direction. This
ceremony focused on the young people who have started competing and are getting good results, the
newly licensed sports people and those who were designated ambassadors for 2016.

THE 2016 AMBASSADORS
Yohann TABERLET (handiski), Johann BAISAMY
(snowboard), Cyprien RICHARD (downhill skiing),
and Antonin GUIGONNAT (biathlon) were
appointed ambassadors of Morzine for 2016.

TWO NEW SPORTS PEOPLE
The editorial board has chosen to introduce to you
two new sports people who have just joined the
Morzine-Avoriaz family of top level sports people.

THE LICENCED SPORTS
PEOPLE

Antonin GUIGONNAT

The 4 ambassadors, plus:

Villars sur Boëge club, it's because

Alexis SEVENNEC-VERDIER and Didier BLANC

his parents live near Annemasse

(ski mountaineering), Anthony CHALENÇON

and it was the closest station where

(handiski), Charles CAZAUX (paragliding), Clara

you could do Nordic activities. But

ROZIER (ice hockey) and Tristan DUGERDIL

Antonin is a real "Morzinois" as his

(Crashed Ice).

mother Pascale, the sister of Michel

PROMISING TALENTS
THE ATHLETES THAT WERE ENCOURAGED
Sacha AUDOUX (ice dancing),
Victor GAYDON (downhill skiing), Manon
GAYDON (ski mountaineering), Léo DORNIER
(ice dancing) and Sawann JUILLAGUET (ski

If he started his ski career at the

and Benoît TAVERNIER and of Elizabeth ANTHONIOZ, is from Morzine.
He started cross-country skiing when he was 10 and discovered the
biathlon 2 years later.
Since then he has been in the top ranks of his category. After attending
the sport & study college in Fayet, he became a member of the
national team in 2010, first in the junior category, then in the B team

mountaineering).

and since May 2015 in the A team. Aged 24, he is following in the ski

THE BEST YOUNG SPORTS PEOPLE FROM THE CLUBS

tracks of Martin FOURCADE who is dragging all the young biathletes to

Were encouraged:
• In hockey: Valentin COFFY, Thibault DELALE,

the top … Antonin has just joined the Morzine-Avoriaz pool of licensed
sportsmen.

Antonin PLAGNAT and Théo LANVERS,
• In judo: Mathilde RICHARD and Arthur DELALE
• In swimming: Mathis COTTET-DUMOULIN,
• At the ski-club: Gauthier BUET, Matthieu
TOURNIER, Lou LE GALLO and Edgar PARISET,
• In ice dancing: Sacha AUDOUX,
Marie COTTET-GAYDON, Jeanne
COCHARD-GADAUD, Sophie LAVANCHY,
as well as the pair Sarah COTTET-GAYDON
and Aleff VIVIAND,
• In football: Angus TAYLOR,
Etienne TURNBULL, Eloïse EYRE
and Catlin MCFARLANE,
• In ski mountaineering : Robin GAYDON,
Eddy BOUVET, Keva DRUELLE FILLION,
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Will and Robin JUILLAGUET.

Tristan DUGERDIL
With PACÔME SCHMITT from Les
Gets, Tristan (aged 22) does ice cross
downhill: downhill speed skating on
ice with four riders competing in each
race. Tristan finished the last season
in the top 10 as he was ranked 9th in
the world championship, and the two friends finished second in the
team ranking, a fantastic achievement!
We saw them in Avoriaz: the resort welcomed the Riders Cup (ice cross
downhill competition) on the 15th and 16th of January.
First as a skier, then as a hockey player, Tristan has been representing
the town of Morzine for several years and in 2016 he has just joined
the pool of licensed sportsmen for his 3rd season in ice cross downhill.

LOCAL LIFE
FIRE BRIGADE
ONE SINGLE CENTRE BUT THE SAME RECRUITMENT NEEDS
By the 31st December, the Morzine emergency services centre has responded to 1002 call-outs, that's 190 more
than in 2014. This number has continued to rise over the years, due amongst others things to the accident
rates on mountain bikes in summer and the requests for assistance to people which are ever increasing. But
this increase has occurred alongside a fall in staff numbers: with 37 firemen it's not
always easy to organise watches and ensure there are enough staff to make up two teams ready to
burst into action.

THE CS IN NUMBERS
37 volunteer firemen, 3 of which are professionals,
6 seasonal back-up staff in summer, 9 in winter
Morzine 1002 call-outs by 31/12/2015 compared to 812 by 31/12/2014
Avoriaz 315 call-outs by 31/12/2015 compared to 286 by 31/12/2014

The centre is lucky to have 3 professionals who share the

up with Morzine stemmed from. To begin with, one watch a

watches on week days (7am to 7pm), but the night and

month was done at Montriond so that the centre, that had

weekend watches are left to volunteers, each of them having

120 call-outs a month, could continue to function. Then, since

their own job, social life, family etc. For Michel LAVANCHY, head

December 2013, all the call-outs are dealt with from Morzine.

of the centre, to avoid his troops from getting exhausted they

The good relationship between the men helped, and the merger

need some new recruits: "With a dozen extra firemen we could

of the two centres quickly became a reality. After the elections

bring down the number of watches each person has to do and

of March 2014 the heads of the SDIS formalised the situation:

give them more free time. It would be easier for everyone, less
tiring…". The head of the centre fears that the decrease in staff
numbers is a real problem, even for those that are operational.
So the call has gone out: you just need to be 18, take a medical
examination and follow the basic training to become a member
of the big fire brigade family, to feel useful and work in a team …
all you have to do is pay a visit to the fire station.

in January 2015 the town of Montriond unanimously voted to
merge the two centres and the Prefect of Haute-Savoie gave
his approval in July. So since the 1st of August, Morzine-Avoriaz
is the only emergency centre. The 8 firemen from Montriond
integrated the single centre and on the 2nd of October, during
the centre's committee meeting, Roland LAVANCHY, who up
until then had been the head of the Montriond CPI, was named

ONE SINGLE CENTRE

head of the auxiliary centre to the Morzine CS. The vehicle

This decrease in staff numbers has already hit Montriond.

pool was redistributed around the Department in the various

Despite a brand new fire station, the lack of staff meant the

centres who needed them. Only the ULS, the small all-terrain

station could not function properly, watches and operations

vehicle, was kept in Morzine. The SDIS still has to deal with the

could no longer be ensured. This is where the idea of teaming

building which is currently decommissioned.

DO YOU WANT TO
BECOME A FIREMAN?
Conditions at

WWW.SDIS74.FR

BIG UPCOMING EVENTS
In the next few months, Morzine-Avoriaz has organised some fantastic popular,
festive and sports events for you.

FROM THE 13TH TO THE 19TH MARCH

ROCK THE PISTES FESTIVAL
During one week the life of the Franco-Swiss ski area will live to the beat of
rock and live music for this 6th edition. Each day, at 1.30pm, a concert will take
place in a different resort, at high altitude.
This year Champéry will be the host village for the event and will welcome:
• TWO DOOR CINEMA CLUB, Monday 14th March in Avoriaz,
• IZIA, Thursday 17th March at Morzine-Les Gets .
Find out about the bands at www.portesdusoleil.com

FROM THE 2ND TO THE 5TH JUNE

2016 MOUNTAIN EURO

In 2008 the Swiss village of Gspon came up with the idea of
a European match on Europe's highest football pitch (2008m
high). Since then, every four years, mountain teams play
against each other sporting their national colours for the
Bergdorf-EM tournament.
The Morzine-Vallée d'Aulps Sporting Club took part in the
championship in 2008, then in 2012 in Austria where it was
granted the organisation of the 3rd championship from the 2nd to the 5th June. The pitch, 40x60m, will be set up on the summit
of the Pléney where 26 matches will be played, with 12 countries taking part. The entertainment will include a concert by the
yodellers of Oesch's die Dritten (Friday 3rd June).
Find the full programme at www.morzine2016.bergdorfem.com

23RD JULY

LE TOUR DE FRANCE
The Tour de France will arrive on the 23rd July after
a mountain stage that promises to be riveting, as
it takes place the day before the arrival on the
Champs-Elysées!
The 20th stage could be crucial to the winner of
the Tour as the cyclist will have to cover 146km
from Megève via the Aravis, Colombière, Ramaz
and then Joux Plane passes!
And for the very first time, on Sunday 10th July,
Morzine will welcome the Cyclo-Sportive stage
of the Tour de France which will take place on
the Megève-Morzine route , with some 15 000
participants.
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MARRIAGES
16th May:

Franck MERCIER & Estelle CAMPAIN
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Yohann TABERLET & Hélène VALAUNEY
Florent BELTRAMI & Bluebell PERT
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8th July:
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28th July:

Ross KEMP & Sarah MUIR
29th August:

Liam McELVENNEY & Claire COLEMAN
12th September:

BIRTHS

Bastien OBERLI & Emilie TAVERNIER
Thierry GRILLOT & Armelle GODEFROY-COSTECALDE

19th May:

26th September:

22nd May:

Thibaut RICHARD & Mathilde LESAFFRE
3rd October:

Aurélien ROCHER & Ludivine CHALENÇON
28th December:

Nicolas COQUELET & Lucile VENANT

DEATHS
27 April: Marie PREMAT née MARULLAZ - 93
th

31st May: Olga BAUD - 84
12th June: Jean BRAIZE - 80
16th June: Jean-Pierre CAMPAIN - 73
18th June: Janine TOURNIER née RIZZO - 64
20th June: Claude MARULLAZ - 59
29th June: Marie-Thérèse BERGER née GUICHARD - 83
31st July: Adèle BÉARD née RICHARD - 82
19 August: Antoine GAYDON - 85
th

19 August: Germaine THORENS née BRON - 78
th

14th October: Renée BERNARD née GAYDON - 80
29th October: René BAUD - 87
9th November: Denise VILLA née MECHOUD - 90
12th November: Léon BOUVIER - 90
19th November: Raphaëlle CLOUTIER - 2 months
30th November: Marc BOUDZY – 64
5th December: Péronne MARCHAND née TABERLET – 89

Clara ROCHER SINTES COLL, François and Natalia SINTES COLL
Florent BASSET, Bruno and Coralie TROMBERT
27th May:

Elia AUTHEMAN, Matthieu and Morgane DOMET
18th June:

Eva PACTON TAVERNIER, Michel and Virginie TAVERNIER
22nd June:

Sébastien DAVIES, Robbie and Laurie OWENS
27th July:

Chloé HAMBLIN, Christopher and Sarah THOMPSON
30th July:

Loris BRON, Christophe and Amanda BOTTOLLIER-CURTET
31st July:

Lucy SHEPPARD, Matthew and Joanne PORTER
26th August:

Jeanne RICHARD, Cyprien and Laurence LAZIER
18th September:

Raphaëlle CLOUTIER, Simon and Hélène COUTURIER
30th September:

Henria, Suzanne ANTHONIOZ, Nicolas and Nadège PREMAT
10th October:

Rose SEGAUD, Frédéric and Noëmie MÉZIÈRES
12th October:

Gaspard MARULLAZ, Cédric and Lucie CORDONNIER
2nd November:

Naomi COLLOMBAR, Sylvain and Sabrina TABERLET
6th November:

Maya SAMBORA, Rafal and Fanny DUFOUR
18th December:

Grace PRIDDLE, Alistair and Marina ALVES CAETANO

C
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LOCAL LIFE
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LOCAL LIFE
A LOOK BACK AT EVENTS
AT THE END OF 2015
20TH OCTOBER

THE TOUR DE FRANCE RETURNS TO MORZINE
It's official, after a 6 years absence, the Tour de France is coming back to Morzine on the 23rd
July 2016! Mayor Gérard BERGER and the president of the tourism board of Morzine, Georges
COQUILLARD, travelled to Paris to take part in the official ceremony unveiling the 2016 route.

4TH DECEMBER

ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL TELETHON
A big party to help research into genetic disease with singing from the school children, music
from musical societies and a diving record with 24 hours under water in the swimming pool!
And another record was broken: 22 000€ raised! A word from the organisers: "Well done and
thank you! We're ready for Friday 2nd December 2016!".

5TH & 6TH DECEMBER

MORZINE WINTER START
The winter season was launched with an event bringing together a Christmas market and a
winter trade fair with skiing and snow clearing equipment (including the biggest snow plough
in France!), a stand about snow farming, an exhibition of 4x4, a fashion show, etc.

5TH DECEMBER 2015

DRAW FOR THE MOUNTAIN EURO
Jean-Marie PFAFF (player at Munich Bayern in the 80s) and Thierry MARCHAND, president of
the local club, proceeded with the draw of the 12 countries taking part in the 2016 Mountain
Euro. In its pool, the Morzine Vallée d'Aulps Sporting Club, sporting the French colours, will be
playing against Ukraine, Austria and Spain.

12TH DECEMBER

23RD "FEMMES EN OR" (GOLDEN WOMEN)
It was a night of skiing and sequins in Avoriaz for the Golden Women's night, with Léa SALAMÉ,
Clémentine CÉLARIÉ, Coeur de Pirate, Adélaïde DE CLERMONT-TONNERRE, Audrey PULVAR,
Anne-Sophie LAPIX and Isabelle GIORDANO all taking part. Laurence FERRARI (with her D8
commentators in the photo) was the master of ceremony, a ceremony that rewarded 13
talented women.

12TH DECEMBER

A CAPTAIN FOR THE FIRE BRIGADE
During the Sainte Barbe ceremony, Michel LAVANCHY, head of the centre in Morzine, received
his Captain’s stripes from representatives of the SDID and Nicolas RUBIN, Departmental
Councillor. The silver medal for 20 years of services went to Gaël BERGER, the bronze
Departmental recognition medal for 35 years of service went to Staff Sergeant Jean-François
TAVERNIER and Staff Sergeant Roland LAVANCHY, recently named head of the auxiliary centre.

